Premium
Your meeting. Your data. Double the value.
HCL Sametime is what regulated industries and government entities use to ensure their
most important communications in their digital workplace are secure. It’s a proven and
trusted video meetings platform with persistent chat, rebuilt for how today’s organizations
are working — nimbly, securely, and remotely — all while halving operational costs.

Your Meeting.
Feature

Benefits

Business Value

Setting up, scheduling
and running a meeting
is easy.

Get work done faster. Collaborate
with your teams more easily
with meeting features for users
and moderators.

Pay only for the meetings features
employees need to be productive.
Less training and help desk
support required.

Join a meeting safely
from your car or
motorcycle.

Control your meeting experience
using your vehicle’s infotainment
system using Apple CarPlay or
Android Auto. Read chat messages
and dictate new ones hands-free
with Siri.

Stay safe, productive and participate
from anywhere, anytime.

Double the value
with three meeting
solutions in one.

Live-stream global team meetings,
host interactive lecture-style
events, or conduct everyday small
team meetings.

Save money. No need for separate
live-streaming, event and team
meeting and chat solutions.

Your Data.
Feature

Benefits

Business Value

Rock-solid data
privacy, encryption
and auditability.

Since your Sametime deployment
is unique to you, your meetings are
protected. Add an additional layer
of security with the preview of our
end-to-end encryption for your
most private internal meetings.

Protect your organization’s
investments, and your reputation
with the level of security and data
privacy from your company’s own
video meeting service.

Deploy on a secure
private cloud or onpremises 80% faster.

Faster deployment with containers
and auto scale with Kubernetes;
installs with fewer servers.

Automation saves time on
configuration and administration,
lowering TCO.

Set admin policies
and manage resources
the way you want
in minutes.

It’s easy to define the policies
you want to protect your
company’s confidential
information and privacy.

Regulated or risk-averse enterprises
have more supervision and control
over data privacy and resources.

Premium
Your Digital Workplace.
Feature

Benefits

Business Value

Speed up your projects,
with uninterrupted
collaboration.

Project teams can continue the
conversation after the meeting has
ended using a persistent workspace
with chat, pinned conversations,
and video recording.

Anyone at any time can catch up on
the action items and conversations
that matter to their goals.

Tailor and schedule
your meeting in your
calendar in 30 seconds
or less.

Create or customize the type of
video meeting you want when
you schedule it in Microsoft
Outlook. You are not restricted
in the number of unique meeting
configurations, the plug-in does
it all.

Optimize your meeting experience
to your team’s needs using your
email and calendar client of choice.

Get started faster,
start your meeting
with one click.

No need to wait for software to
install or update. As long as your
browser is up-to-date, you’re set.

Meetings are instantaneous, no time
wasted in joining any meeting from
your desktop or mobile or vehicle.

Note: Sametime Premium contains a preview of end-to-end encryption for internal video
meetings. This preview uses server negotiated key mechanisms.
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